Introduction
The DNA sequencing methods were developed by Sanger and Coulson and Maxam and Gilbert in 1977 [1, 2] . Initially, both methods were equally popular with researchers but, with invention of thermal cycler, automation and use of nonhazardous chemicals, Sanger's method became more popular. Sanger's sequencing has been evolved into current automated DNA sequencing that is also referred to as the 'First-Generation Sequencing' (FGS), where the terminator ddNTP is tagged with specific fluorescent dyes [3] . Second generation sequencing (SGS), involves massively parallel sequencing of number of templates of same sample in a single run and produces an enormous volume of data economically. SGS has catalyzed the number of breakthroughs, such as advancing scientific knowledge in human disease research to agriculture, microbial ecology to evolutionary science [4] [5] [6] . In contrast to the short read length of SGS technologies already available, third generation sequencing (TGS) results in longer read length at low cost. TGS is the ultimate dream of biologists, as it will bring freedom from amplification artifacts and bias [7] . In the sequencing reactions, the nucleotide base assignment is referred to as ''Base calling'' which is scanned for error probability by Phred software. Phred reads DNA sequence chromatogram files and assigns quality score (''Phred scores'') by examining the peaks around each base call. Phred score varies from 4 to 60 with better quality and low error probabilities associated with higher values. Phred/ quality score is used to compare the efficacy of different sequencing methods [8] . As ample literature is available on the first generation sequencing technology, this article deals with the principle and sequencing chemistry of the second and third generation sequencing technologies, as overviewed in Fig. 1 .
Second Generation Sequencing (SGS) Technologies
The 454 Roche GS FLX System, being phased out now, was the first commercially available next generation sequencing platform in 2004 and was, followed by Illumina genome analyzer in 2006, the SOLiD sequencer in 2007 and the Ion Torrent in 2010. Different types of platforms differ primarily in sequencing chemistries that lead to differences in throughput, read length, error rate, genome coverage, cost and run time [5, 6] Two steps involved in all SGS are:
Template preparation 2. Sequencing

Template Preparation
Template preparation has further three steps:
A. Source nucleic acid extraction B. Library preparation C. Template amplification (A) Source nucleic acid extraction Nucleic acid extraction protocols are not universal but depend upon the sample source and type of study to be conducted [5, 9] .
(B) Library preparation DNA library prepared for sequencing should not be confused with genomic/cDNA libraries. DNA Library preparation here involves fragmentation of isolated DNA into smaller, random, overlapping fragments followed by the end polishing of fragmented DNA and adapter ligation. The isolated DNA is fragmented in the range from 150 to 800 bp depending on the platform to be used and is done by one of the three following methods i.e. physical/mechanical methods (i.e., Nebulization and ultrasonication) or enzymatic methods (i.e., non-specific endonuclease cocktails) and transposase (tagmentation reactions) [10] [11] [12] [13] . Library preparation from RNA is done by capturing mRNA, random priming and complementary DNA (cDNA) synthesis followed by the end polishing and adapter ligation [14] [15] [16] . Since the average size of the RNA is smaller, so fragmentation is usually not required in RNA/transcriptome sequencing.
(C) Template amplification DNA fragments selected after library preparation or specific amplification are subjected to clonal amplification. Clonal amplification involves solid phase amplification of DNA fragments and helps in development of strong detectable signal during sequencing. Single DNA fragment to be sequenced is either bound to beads, ion surfaces or flow cell. Depending upon the sequencing platform, emulsion PCR (emPCR) or bridge PCR is used to amplify the anchored DNA fragments into millions of spatially separated template fragments [17, 18] .
Sequencing
The difference in various SGS technologies lies in the principle of sequencing each base. There are two basic sequencing approaches developed so far:
1. Sequencing, by synthesis (SBS) 2. Sequencing, by hybridization and ligation (SBL)
Sequencing by Synthesis (SBS)
The three main type of sequencing chemistry followed in SBS are as under:
A. Pyrosequencing B. Sequencing by reversible termination C. Sequencing by detection of hydrogen ions (A) Pyrosequencing After preparation of the template by emPCR [17] , the clonally amplified beads entrapped in the wells of picotitre plate, are ready for pyrosequencing. In Pyrosequencing, pyrophosphate (PPi) released during the DNA polymerization reaction is detected and used as an indicator of specific base incorporation. It involves detection of the base incorporated in the daughter DNA by DNA polymerase, with feeding and removing, all the four bases sequentially and detecting the pyrophosphate released by cascade of enzymes that emit light [7, 19] .
Single stranded template DNA attached to bead, hybridizes with sequencing primer and is incubated with DNA polymerase, ATP sulfurylase, Luciferase, Apyrase, Adenosine 5 0 phosphate (APS), luciferin and dNTPs in the well of the plate. dATP is replaced by dATPaS, in which one of the oxygen in S-position of the a -phosphate, is replaced by Sulfur, as former is substrate for luciferase. On the incorporation complementary dNTPs by DNA polymerase, pyrophosphate (PPi) is released and is converted into ATP by ATP sulphurylase using adenosine 5 0 phosphosulfate. In the presence of ATP, luciferase converts luciferin into oxyluciferin that generates visible light (Fig. 2) . The light produced by luciferase reaction is detected and measured by an avalanche photodiode, photomultiplier tube, or with a charge-coupled device camera (with or without a microchannel plate).
The limitation of pyrosequencing is, inaccurate homopolymer sequencing, as addition of more than five identical nucleotides cannot be detected efficiently [19] . Additionally, the cost in comparison to other high throughput sequencing technologies is comparatively high. Although a pioneer in second generation sequencing technologies, pyrosequencing has already been pushed out (B) Sequencing by reversible termination With Illumina sequencing platform, DNA fragments of the libraries are subjected to clonal amplification by bridge PCR [18] followed by sequencing by reversible termination using reversible terminator (RT) nucleotide. The RT nucleotide is protected at 3 0 -OH groups (2-cyanoethyl) and is fluorescently labeled [20] . On addition of mixture of RT nucleotides to the flow cell, the DNA polymerase incorporates modified nucleotides into the DNA strand being synthesized. Each cycle in sequencing by reversible termination consists of three steps, i) incorporation of the complementary RT nucleotide by mutant DNA polymerase to the DNA strand attached with flowcell followed by, ii) detection of the different fluorescence signal for the four bases and iii) finally restoration of free 3 0 OH group by cleaving the terminating moiety and reporter molecule. Repetition of this cycle leads to sequencing of the DNA template. During sequencing, RT nucleotide is incorporated and imaged followed by removal of fluorophores and terminating bases are activated by de-protection at the 3 0 OH group, allowing another round of nucleotide incorporation (Fig. 3) . Natural competition between all the four nucleotides present during each sequencing cycle reduces the inherent bias as compared to pyrosequencing where only one type of nucleotide is made available at a time for pairing [20, 21] . Homopolymers sequencing error (as in case of pyrosequencing) is overcome by this technique due to incorporation of single base at a time, as for addition of another base terminator needs to be removed first. Fourchannel sequencing system is used in Illumina HiSeq and MiSeq wherein each base is detected by individual image. Illumina has come up with the latest NextSeq 500 that has only two-channel SBS technology that requires only two images to determine all four base calls. This reduces the image capturing time, number of cycle, cost of sequencing and time required for data processing, while delivering high quality and accuracy [22] .
Only Illumina NGS platforms are capable of paired-end sequencing as the clonal amplification here is done by bridge PCR [18] . Paired -end sequencing allows users to sequence the DNA fragment from both the ends resulting in high coverage, high numbers of reads and more data as compared to single end sequencing systems. Paired-end sequencing generates high-quality sequence data due to increased probability of alignment to a reference. It facilitates detection of genomic rearrangements (insertions, deletions, and inversions), repetitive sequence elements, gene fusions and novel transcripts. In addition it also provides superior alignment across DNA regions containing repetitive sequences, and produce longer contigs for de novo sequencing by filling gaps in the consensus sequence. In transcriptome sequencing (RNA-Seq) it enables discovery applications such as detecting gene fusions in cancer and characterizing novel splice isoforms [23] .
Another technology upgradation offered by Illumina in 2015 is patterned flowcells in HiSeq X Ten, HiSeq 3000/ HiSeq 4000 systems. This provides exceptional level of throughput due to billions of nanowells at fixed locations as compared to normal flowcell. The structured organization of the patterned flow cell provides even cluster spacing and uniform feature size that will allow binding of single DNA template within a single well for cluster formation. This results in high well occupancy and maximum data output, many folds than original HiSeq and MiSeq [24] .
Illumina in partnership with 109 Genomics Gem/Code technology has been able to develop technology that generates read length up to 100 kb, comparatively more than previous illumina sequencing platforms to enable long read applications. Illumina's 109 Genomics technology/GemCode platforms uses microfluidic system to partition DNA samples (100 Kb or more) into gems to increase the read length in comparison to original HiSeq, NextSeq and MiSeq platforms. The microfluidic system includes highthroughput, droplet-based reagent delivery system that uses hydrogel beads (gel beads) to deliver barcoded oligonucleotides [25] . Cartridge reservoirs are loaded with gel beads, sample & reagent mixture, oil-surfactant solution and it can process 8 samples at a time. The cartridge reservoirs delivers the reagents via a network of microfluidic channels, wherein oil based droplets are formed having DNA fragment of (100 Kb), reagents and the gel bead having millions of copies of the same barcoded oligonucleotide. The barcode gets incorporated in the longer DNA fragments using GemCode instrument and reagents from 109 Genomics, followed by library preparation and sequencing on the Illumina HiSeq sequencers. GemCode technology can be utilized by HiSeq X TM Ten, HiSeq Ò , NextSeq Ò and Miseq Ò sequencer. It offers 140 % increase in speed and 50 % more clusters per run compared to HiSeq 2500 and HiSeq 2000 respectively. GemCode software is used after sequencing for assembly of long reads (100 Kb or more) from shorter reads [25] . The short reads having same barcodes are assembled to make larger fragments thereby resulting in long sequence read.
(C) Sequencing by detection of hydrogen ions This is based on detection of hydrogen ion liberated on incorporation of each nucleotide and is not dependent upon altered bases, enzymes or optical detection [26] . Template DNA obtained after the library preparation and clonal amplification is bound to the proprietary Ion Sphere particles in the microwell in such a way that each microwell contains a single Ion sphere particles. A single type of dNTP is added to the microwell at a time and its incorporation is detected by libration of hydrogen ion that triggers an ISFET (Ion Sensitive Field Effect Transistor) ion sensor. The change in pH is detected by a sensing layer of microwell which translates the chemical signal into digital signal, measured within seconds (Fig. 4) . In comparison to other sequencing methods, where detection is indirect using laser scanners or CCD cameras, the detection here is independent of these devices and hence direct [27] . This sequencing is also referred to as Ion Torrent sequencing, pH mediated sequencing, Silicon sequencing or Semiconductor sequencing. This technique is rapid as sequencing is done in real time with read length of 200 nucleotides and operates at low cost since it does not incorporate modified bases and utilizes a single polymerase enzyme [27, 28] . However, similar to Roche 454 in this sequencing chemistry, homopolymer sequencing is error prone as repeats will be incorporated in one cycle which leads to a proportionally higher electronic signal due to corresponding number of released hydrogen ion. Life Technologies have come up with Hi-Q polymerase that has improved sequencing accuracy, decreased indel error rates and reduces GC-bias. Ion Hi-Q sequencing is useful for whole-genome and transcriptome sequencing. [29] . 
Sequencing by Hybridization and Ligation (SBL)
Sequencing by ligation is basis of support oligonucleotide ligation detection (SOLiD) sequencing platform by Applied Biosystems. SBL depends upon the specificity of the DNA ligase for base-pair mismatch instead of DNA polymerase in case of SBS. Template preparation includes fragmentation of template and its attachment with known adapter sequence. The adapters attached to the DNA fragment to be sequenced is further attached to beads and clonally amplified by emPCR [17] . These clonally amplified DNA attached to beads are deposited on glass plate where the beads get covalently bound [28, 30] .
Sequencing chemistry includes the hybridisation and ligation of various one/two -base-encoded probes to the template. The probe is eight or nine bases long and consists of one or two base followed by three degenerate bases and three universal bases which are attached to fluorescent label. A short primer is added along with the mixed pool of fluorescent oligonucleotide probe that hybridizes/anneal to the target DNA having complementary sequence. The probes are ligated with the primers using a DNA ligase and are detected by fluorescence imaging and non-ligated probes are washed away. The oligonucleotide probes have cleavable linkages attached to fluorescent label which can be cleaved after detection thereby preparing the system for another round of ligation (Fig. 5 ). This cycle is repeated several times to sequence the complete target DNA. At the end of one round, the sequences of bases will be known at only some positions other than the degenerate bases. To sequence the skipped positions, another round of sequencing occurs with a primer that has one or more bases shorter than the previous primer. Thus, the sequence of complete target DNA can be obtained using anchors of various length [28, 30] .
The read length of SOLiD chemistry is a major limitation of this chemistry but has been improved from 35 bp to 85 bp till now. Short read lengths lead to inaccuracy in read assembly as it is difficult to assemble with any pipeline and additionally more time is required for sequencing [30] . However modified platform for sequencing by hybridization has been developed that will be dealt in third generation sequencing technologies (section on Complete Genomic technology).
Third Generation Sequencing Approaches
Second generation sequencing platforms in general suffer from two limitations i) the short read length that need to be assembled with the help of various bioinformatic tools/ pipelines into original length template and ii) PCR bias introduced by clonal amplification, for detection of base incorporation signal. The ''third generation of high throughput NGS technology'' or single molecule real time (SMRT) sequencing has been developed as a remedy to these limitations [31] . Instead of sequencing clonally amplified template, single DNA template is sequenced and this has also led to minimal use of biochemicals leading to miniaturization of whole process to nanoscale. Third generation sequencing till date comprises of five sequencers wherein only Helicos' Genetic Analysis System, Pacific Biosciences and Oxford Nanopore's nanopore sequencing are single molecule real time technology platforms. [32] . The other two TGS platform are Complete Genomics by Beijing Genomics Institute and GnuBio by BioRad. Complete Genomics is based on hybridization and ligation whereas GnuBio is based on microfluidics which combines PCR amplicons from a genomic sample with nanodroplets containing one of *5000 different hexameric sequencing primers, reducing the number of steps into single high throughput library preparation step.
Pacific Biosciences Single Molecule Real Time (SMRT) Sequencing
Pacific Biosciences in 2010, commercialized an approach combining nanotechnology with molecular biology to sequence single molecule known as single molecule real time (SMRT) sequencing. In this technology, instead of immobilizing DNA strands, the high fidelity u29 derived DNA polymerase along with a single strand DNA template is immobilized at the bottom of zero mode waveguides (ZMW). Zero-mode waveguide (ZMW) is a nanophotonic confinement structure that consists of a circular hole in an aluminum cladding film deposited on a clear silica substrate. The ZMW holes are *70 nm in diameter and *100 nm in depth. Due to the behavior of light when it travels through a small aperture, the optical field decays exponentially inside the chamber. The observation volume within an illuminated ZMW is *20 zeptoliters (20 9 10 -21 L). Within this volume, the activity of DNA polymerase incorporating a single nucleotide can be readily detected. During sequencing, u29 DNA polymerase incorporates the dye labeled nucleotides and the signal is detected by instrument optics which continuously monitors enzyme's active site in each zero mode waveguides (ZMW) (Fig. 6) . The Pacific Biosciences sequencer can generate the read length of *40 Kb but at 85 % accuracy lower than Second Generation sequencers. The error rate of 15 % is a consequence of detection of nucleotide dwelling into the active site for long enough even if it is not subsequently incorporated into the DNA strand [33] .
Helicos TM Single Molecule Sequencing
The Helicos TM single molecule sequencing is done on HeliScope Genetic Analysis System platform marketed by SeqLL, LLC. The library preparation of Helicos sequencing is easier than others sequencing technology as it does not require ligation and amplification for library preparation. Instead, the DNA is sheared, tailed with poly-A, which is further blocked at 3 0 OH end using terminal transferase and a dideoxynucleotide. The poly-A fragments are hybridized to the flow-cell surface containing oligo-dT for initiating sequencing-by-synthesis. HeliScope sequencer uses fluorescent tagged nucleotides for sequencing the DNA fragments that are attached to flowcell through poly T tails (Fig. 7) . This is the first commercial TGS to use the principle of single molecule fluorescent sequencing. It also allows sequencing and quantitation of RNA molecules (without converting them into cDNA) involving direct RNA hybridization to the flow cell. This sequencing technology is in its infancy due to small read length (24-70bases) and low data output (20 Gb) [34, 35] .
Nanopore DNA Sequencing
Yet another single molecule TGS developed by Oxford Nanopore technologies reads incorporating nucleotides using nanopore technology. As the DNA sequence passes through a nanopore having an internal diameter of 1 nm, the electrical conductance of the pore is altered and signal is detected (Fig. 8) . This technology involves the use of protein nanopores embedded in the polymer membrane [35] . The sequencing does not need any intervening PCR amplification or a chemical labeling step. In addition there is no need for sample preparation as cell lysate can be directly sequenced [15] . The Company introduced its pocket-sized sensing device MinION in 2014 and has been commercially made available in May 2015. MinION nanopore sequencer's performance has been optimized using M13 genomic DNA and 99 % of reads were mapped to reference genome [36, 37] . This sequencer has 512-2000 nanopores with each nanopore having the sequencing speed of 120-1000 bases per minute. The sequencer is like a USB stick and can be used only one time. This technology will make all the sequencing machines used till date redundant and, reduce the cost & effort of sequencing tremendously [36] . Instead of collecting samples and sequencing them in lab, the sequencers will be taken to field and sequencing will be done in field directly [15, 37, 38] . However with the current error rate of 38.2 % it needs more improvement on this front [39] .
Complete Genomics Technology
Complete Genomic technology is sequencing platform based on hybridization and ligation developed by Complete Genomics. Library construction involves insertion of four-adaptors of *70 bases within genomic DNA at regular intervals which is known as Combinatorial Probe-Anchor Ligation (cPAL TM ) technology that results in increased read length. The read length can be further increased by additional numbers of adaptors. The clonal amplification results in DNA clusters termed as DNA nano-balls (DNBs) that occurs in a single reaction. Clonally amplified DNA on nano-balls is further sequenced. cPAL technology has overcome three limitations of SOLiD namely, short read length, error in the accuracy of repetitive base sequencing and sequence analysis [40] .
GnuBIO
GnuBIO, a Bio-Rad life sciences company has developed a droplet-based DNA sequencing platform. The sequencing platform utilizes microfluidic and emulsion technology to perform the complex reactions in droplets, thereby reducing the number of steps into single high throughput library preparation step. The microfluidic workflow combines PCR amplicons from a genomic sample with nanodroplets containing one of *5000 different hexameric sequencing primers, each associated with a specific dye barcode. By using an algorithm to determine which hexamers do or do not hybridize to a given amplicon, the system's on-board computer can map sequence and structural irregularities with remarkable accuracy [41] . The science behind this GnuBIO sequencing technology utilizes droplet microfluidics to perform the biochemical reactions for sequencing inside of tiny picoliter -sized aqueous drops. Each droplet works as a unique reaction vesicle providing a streamlined workflow that decreases reagent cost, facilitates kinetics of reactions, and provides a uniquely scalable desktop sequencing platform. A single GnuBIO instrument encompasses all of the steps required for DNA sequencing into a single platform including target selection/enrichment, DNA amplification, DNA sequencing and analysis. While other sequencing technologies require separate workflows for target selection, DNA amplification, DNA sequencing and analysis [41, 42] . The race to increase the read length, reduce cost & steps involved in sequencing is far from over. Almost every few month new technology or sequencing platform is being introduced and by the time this article is published, there will be few more. Recently, Illumina has launched TruSight HLA typing kit and NeoPrep System (2015) wherein the NeoPrep is only compatible with Illumina technology. TruSight HLA helps in allele specific sequencing and Neoprep is the first commercially available product that performs library prep, quantification and normalization. Complete Genomics has also introduced a new system (2015), i.e., the Revolocity TM system that has inbuilt capacity to perform DNA extraction, library preparation, sequencing and data analysis. This is first sequencing solution for large-scale, high-quality genomes sequencing [43] [44] [45] .
Limitations of Next Generation Sequencing
Comparison between NGS and FGS leads to supremacy of NGS in terms of cost, labor and speed but as far as error rate and read length is concerned, FGS based on Sanger sequencing is still a gold standard [43] . Different NGS technologies produce different kinds of errors such as substitution, Indel (insertion/deletion), AT bias, deletions and GC deletions in case of data obtained from capillary/ Illumina, 454 sequencing/Ion Torrent, SOLiD, oxford nanopore and Pacific Biosciences respectively ( Table 1) . The final error rates range between 0.1 % and 1 % for Capillary, 0.1 % for SOLiD, 0.4 % for the Illumina platforms, 1 % for Pyrosequencing, 1.78 % for Ion Torrent, 15 % for Pacific Biosciences and 38.2 % for minION oxford nanopore technologies [43] . The generation time in development of sequencing technologies is very short and at the same time, the evolution is taking place at a fast rate. Third generation sequencing platforms with single molecule real time sequencing are available and work on error reduction is in progress [45, 46] . It seems that soon the major drawback of short read length and high error rate in third generation sequencing platforms will be history.
Conclusion
The first generation sequencing initially given by Sanger in 1977 has evolved into second generation sequencing (NGS) in 2004 over the span of *30 years and in another 10 years we have third generation of sequencing platforms developed. NGS has brought a breakthrough development for both basic and applied research in molecular studies. Further developments are in progress for making personalized genomics and community analysis a commonality. NGS/SGS technologies available have advantages and limitations of their own but the low cost and huge data generation is common to all of them. The continuously developing and evolving third generation technologies will soon push all the second generation technologies out of race and the first causality has been pyrosequencing. However scientists working in the field of life sciences are spoiled for choice as far as sequencing technologies are concerned.
